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DC00/19 Spring Creek No.2

DC00/20 Lots 472, 1053, 1266, 1307, 1311,
338, 1363, 1365 Town of Tennant Creek

Tennant Creek

DC00/21 Kiana No. 1

12 September DC00/22 Murranji

DC00/23 Town of Weddell Litchfield Shire

DC00/24 Roper Valley

DC00/25 Lot 176(A) Adelaide River Coomalie

DC00/26 Newhaven, NT Portion 2406

DC00/27 McArthur River

26 September DC00/28 Mt Ringwood

DC00/29 Billengarrah

DC00/30 Mount Keppler Coomalie

DC00/31 Old Mount Bundey

A non-claimant application (marked with an *) is one made by someone who is not claiming native title
themselves but who has an interest in the area which is not a native title interest and they want the
Federal Court to determine whether anyone has a native title interest in the same area.  The location is
meant to be indicative only.

For further information regarding notification of any of the applications listed contact the National Native
Title Tribunal on 1800 640 501 or www.nntt.gov.au

Recent publications

Taking a Stand: Land Rights to Reconciliation by Robert Tickner, Allen & Unwin,
83 Alexander Street, Crows Nest, NSW  2065, $35.00.  Minister for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Affairs from 1990 to 1996 under Labor Government,
Tickner presents a measured description of the events to which he was party
during the period.  He precedes the body of the book with a detailed timeline
and a short chapter on the historical context of the events.  The book’s theme is
social justice though which Tickner presents the reconciliation movement, the
establishment of ATSIC, the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody, the land rights movement, Indigenous health and international scrutiny.
Tickner readily acknowledges the cooperation of the Liberals under John
Hewson and his Shadow Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Michael Wooldridge,
particularly in their conscious attempts to avoid politicising the reconciliation
movement and the passage of the NTA.  The character of John Howard, Joh
Bjelke-Petersen and the mining interests influencing the Western Australian and
Northern Territory governments are criticised for their methods used to
obstruct natural justice.  The most exciting passage was description of ATSIC’s
Black Friday press conference which prevented the impending failure of the
Keating government’s resolve to leave the RDA intact and negotiate on the NTA.


